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ABSTRACT The via ground (GND) structure constitutes one of the most useful elements for designing high
performance printed circuit boards (PCBs). The electrical interconnections with vias become key regular
solutions for the implementation of various electronic functions. However, so far, the vias are never being
used for designing negative group delay (NGD) circuit. To answer this curious question, an original study
on the design feasibility of low-pass NGD function with via ground is introduced in the present paper. After
the topological description, the NGD analysis in function of the via parameters is established. The design
equations allowing to synthesize the via in function of NGD function specifications are formulated. The
developedNGD theory is verifiedwith comparisons between calculations and simulations with a commercial
tool. As expected, NGD value in order of hundred-picoseconds over hundred-megahertz cut-off frequencies
is obtained with good agreement between the theoretical model and simulation. Furthermore, time domain
analyses confirm that the via NGD structure enables to generate output signals in time-advance of arbitrary
waveform input signals presenting limited bandwidth.

INDEX TERMS Analytical modelling, cylindrical via, low-pass negative group delay (NGD), microstrip
circuit, via-hole ground.

I. INTRODUCTION
To increase the performance of modern analog and digital
communication devices, innovative and diverse electronic
functions were developed. Nowadays, these electronic func-
tions tend to be designed and integrated in high density (HD)
printed circuit boards (PCBs) [1]–[3]. However, the design
of HD PCBs requires complex electrical interconnections.
In order to predict these PCB performances, effective mod-
els of their constituting elements as interconnections are
necessary.

A. STATE OF THE ART ON THE USE OF VIA
ELEMENT FOR PCB DESIGN
Among the key elements constituting the PCBs, the via-holes
are playing an important role to design high-performance
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packaged components and PCBs [4]–[15]. The via
enables to simplify and to shorten the connections
between different components at optimized position of
PCBs. The modelling and characterization of vias are
one of attractive research topics of electronic research
engineers.

In early 1990s, a pioneer equivalent circuit of microstrip
via hole ground (GND) was proposed [4]. Further improve-
ment has beenmade to extend themodel to higher frequencies
[5]. As the equivalent model is limited to certain cases of
elementary structures, alternative full-wave numerical mod-
els have been developed with the boom of computer aided
designs [6]–[8]. Behind the development of themodelling and
computationmethods, characterization techniques are needed
especially in function of design complexity [9]–[13]. A via
modelling approach for via-hole characterization on Silicon
substrate in K -band is developed in [13].
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The via models were exploited to improve the performance
and to optimize design PCBs especially in multilayer
technology [10], [11]. The vias are useful to miniaturize
high-frequency circuits to realize certain microwave func-
tions as filters [14], [15]. However, the utilities of via for clas-
sical RF and microwave functions are well-known topics in
the area of packaging engineering, electromagnetic compati-
bility (EMC), signal integrity (SI) [16], [17] and in integrated
circuit design [18]–[20].

However, so far, an emerging research topic is progressively
evolving for the study of an unfamiliar electronic function
with negative group delay (NGD) phenomenon [21]–[27].

B. STATE OF THE ART ON NGD FUNCTIONS
The meaning of NGD function was illustrated theoretically
and experimentally with the observation of time-advanced
output signals [28]–[33]. It is noteworthy that this NGD
function signature does not contradict the causality [30], [31].
Tentative applications of NGD function for the corrections
of group delay (GD) [34], [35] and undesirable parasitic
effects [36] have been proposed. Nevertheless, the NGD
function remains one of the most unfamiliar functions for
electronic design and fabrication engineers because of its
counterintuitive effects compared to natural and classical sig-
nal propagations. In fact, theNGD function is oftenmisunder-
stood and even somehow hard to believe for many electronic,
RF and microwave circuit designers.

To face up this technical misunderstanding, more
pedagogical researches have been conducted by demonstrat-
ing the analogy between NGD and classical filter electronic
functions [37], [38]. By referring with the frequency band
and the negative sign of the GD, the concept of low-pass
(LP) and bandpass (BP) NGD functions have been introduced
[37], [38]. In the area of RF andmicrowave engineering, most
of existing NGD circuits were implemented in microstrip
technology to work as BP NGD functions [21]–[27]. Regard-
ing electromagnetic compatibility expectations, the existence
of NGD functions was demonstrated when dealing with
microstrip crosstalk [28]. Similar to all electronic functions,
the physical sizes constitute one of major criteria for the
qualification of NGD circuit performances. In this optic,
research works have been made to design compact NGD
circuits [21], [22], [25].

C. NOVELTY OF NGD CIRCUIT CONSTITUTING ELEMENTS
The democratization of NGD functions in the area of
electronic and RF/microwave engineering depends on the
understandability, theorization and design feasibility with
their constituting components. Despite the encouraging
research performed by few NGD research teams around the
world, and because of its counterintuitive aspect, the NGD
function is not considered as normal classical electronic
functions as filters, antennas, phase shifters, amplifiers,
coupler, power dividers/combiners and so on. . .So far, the
NGD topologies available in the literature are essentially
implemented with
• lumped R, L and C components,

TABLE 1. State of the art on components constituting NGD topologies.

• microstrip transmission lines,
• and active elements as operational amplifiers and
transistors.

However, as illustrated in Table 1, no study on NGD topology
based on via elements is available. The novelty of the present
study is answering to this typical research curiosity for under-
standing how a via element is susceptible to behave as a
low-pass NGD function.

Despite the popularity of via integration in HD PCBs
[4]–[15]–[17], curious questions were legitimately won-
dered by research engineers considering emerging circuit
topologies as electronic NGD functions. In the best of the
author’s knowledge, nowadays, the design of NGD circuit
based on via-hole is not available in the literature. This reason
of originality is the main motivation of the present research
paper.

D. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
For the better organization, the paper is presented mainly in
four sections:
• Section II describes the novel via structure design and
physical parameters. Based on the electrical equivalent
circuit, the S-matrix model of the via circuit will be
established in function of the physical parameters.

• Section III is focused on the innovative theory of
via-hole ground. The theoretical investigation is based
on the low-pass (LP) NGD analysis. The group
delay (GD) will be innovatively expressed in function of
the assumed via parameters. The NGD synthesis design
equations will be established in function of the desired
low-pass NGD function specifications.

• Section IV examines the feasibility of the via-NGD
theory with a proof-of-concept (PoC). The design issue
will be described. Comparisons between frequency and
time domain analysis, never being achieved before, will
be discussed.

• Then, Section V is the final conclusion.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE VIA-HOLE GROUND
STRUCTURE UNDER STUDY
The present section will explore the new NGD structure
constituted by a via GND. The design and physical
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FIGURE 1. 3-D design of (a) the via-hole ground integrated in microstrip
structure, and (b) profile and (c) top views of the cylindrical via-hole.

parameters will be defined. Then, the novel representation
of equivalent S-matrix general model will be expressed
analytically.

A. 3-D DESIGN GEOMETRY
This description of the via-hole structure 3-D geometry will
be explored in this subsection. The description includes the
definition of the physical representation. Themain originality
of the structure can be understood compared to the existing
NGD circuits [20]–[36]. In the present subsection, the pro-
posed via structure is used to generate the NGD function
with outstanding simplicity. To generate the unfamiliar NGD
function, a PCB design constituted by a dielectric substrate
integrating via structure is introduced.

Fig. 1(a) represents the perspective view of 3-D design of
the via GND. This innovative NGD circuit is implemented as
a microstrip structure. The substrate is a dielectric material.
The top plane side is constituted by the metallized conductor
strip line serves for the access port connections. The bottom
side is represented by metallized GND plane. Fig. 1(b)
shows the perspective view of the cylindrical via constituted
by metallic holed with circular cylindrical shape. Fig. 1(c)
presents the top view of the via. The physical parameters of
the constituting metallic cylindrical holed via are defined by
internal radius, r , metal thickness, t , and height, h.

B. ELECTRICAL EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
The innovative way to developed the innovative NGD theory
of the via-hole is established from equivalence principle.

FIGURE 2. Equivalent circuit of via-hole ground.

The main idea consists in considered the electrical equivalent
circuit of the 3-D designed via introduced in the previous
subsection.

According to the equivalence concept, we can start with the
fact that the via hole introduced in Fig. 1(b) is equivalent to
series RL-network as depicted in Fig. 2 [4].

At lower frequencies, by denoting the metal conductivity
σ , relative permeability µr , and vacuum absolute perme-
ability µ0 = 4π10−7 SI, the cylindrical via is equivalent
to a shunt impedance of series RL-network with electrical
parameters:

Rvia =
h

πσ
[
r2 − (r − t)2

] (1)

Lvia =
µrµ0 [2h ln(x)+ 3y]

π
(2)

where:

x =
h+
√
r2 + h2

r
(3)

y = r −
√
r2 + h2. (4)

Before the exploration of the novel NGD analysis of the via,
the analytical modelling of the equivalent S-matrix model
will be described in the next subsection.

C. S-MATRIX MODELLING
Along the paper, the angular frequency variable is denoted by:

ω = 2π f . (5)

Based on the via GND equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2, the
shunt-impedance analytical model is expressed as:

Zvia(jω) = Rvia + jωLvia. (6)

To model the via structure S-matrix, we can consider the
two-port equivalent circuit of Fig. 3 with terminal reference
impedance, R0 = 50 �.

The voltage sources, named, U1(jω) and U2(jω), serve to
excite the circuit. Acting as a symmetric and passive network,
the S-matrix model of the circuit established in Fig. 2 is
written as:

[S(jω)] =
[
S11(jω) S21(jω)
S21(jω) S11(jω)

]
. (7)

It can be demonstrated analytically that the S-matrix coef-
ficients are expressed as:

S11(jω) =
R0

R0 + 2Zvia(jω)
(8)

S21(jω) =
2Zvia(jω)

R0 + 2Zvia(jω)
. (9)
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FIGURE 3. S-matrix modeling diagram with the via equivalent model.

The innovative LP NGD theory based on the structure of
via-ground hole will be based on this expression of the trans-
mission coefficient. The following section will develop in
details the proposed NGD theory.

III. INNOVATIVE NGD THEORY OF THE
VIA-GROUND HOLE CIRCUIT
This section introduces the novel theory of LP NGD function
design with a via NGD circuit. After the recall on the LP
NGD specifications, the new NGD modelling methodology
based on the S-matrix frequency response model is intro-
duced. Then, the NGD analysis and synthesis equations will
be elaborated.

A. RECALL ON LOW-PASS NGD FUNCTION DEFINITION
Similar to the classical microwave filter, the LP NGD circuit
must be designed with ideal parameters calculated from the
expected reflection and transmission coefficients, and NGD
specifications. We can denote the specifications as follows:
• the minimal and maximal reflection coefficients,
(S11min, S11max),

• the minimal and maximal transmission coefficients,
(S21min, S21max),

• and the design value of NGD, τn.
With low-pass NGD angular cut-off frequency:

ωn = 2π fn (10)

we have: {
GD(ω) ≤ 0 if ω ≤ ωn
GD(ω) > 0 if ω > ωn.

(11)

In general, based on graphical representation, the ideal
specifications of NGD function can be represented by the
three diagrams of Figs. 4.

B. S-PARAMETER FREQUENCY RESPONSES
Before the NGD analysis, it is worth to elaborate the
frequency responses of the via structure S-parameter model.

1) MAGNITUDE AND PHASE RESPONSES
The magnitudes of the reflection and transmission
coefficients expressed in equations (8) and (9) can be
written as:

S11(ω) = |S11(jω)| =
R0√

(R0 + 2Rvia)2 + 4L2viaω
2

(12)

S21(ω) = |S21(jω)| =
2
√
R2via + L

2
viaω

2√
(R0 + 2Rvia)2 + 4L2viaω

2
. (13)

FIGURE 4. Typical specifications of low-pass NGD function:
(a) transmission, (b) reflection coefficient and (c) GD responses.

The transmission phase frequency response corresponding to
the quantity given previously defined by:

ϕ(ω) = arg [S21(jω)] (14)

is expressed as:

ϕ(ω) = arctan
(
Lviaω
Rvia

)
− arctan

(
2Lviaω

R0 + 2Rvia

)
. (15)

2) GD RESPONSES
The main novelty of the NGD theory present study concerns
the analytical demonstration of LP design feasibility of
via-GND hole structure introduced in Section II. The NGD
theory is substantially developed from the transmission
parameter via GD expression.

Accordingly, the analytical approach is based on the GD
associated to the transmission phase expressed previously via
the relation:

GD(ω) =
−∂ϕ(ω)
∂ω

. (16)

Substituting equation (15) into the previous analytical
definition, we can establish the innovative analytical
expression of via structure GD:

GD(ω) =


2Lvia(R0 + 2Rvia)

(R0 + 2Rvia)2 + 4L2viaω
2

−
RviaLvia

R2via + L
2
viaω

 . (17)

C. NOVEL LP NGD ANALYSIS OF VIA-HOLE STRUCTURE
The present subsection established the original NGD analysis
enabling to demonstrate theoretically why the via-structure is
susceptible to behave as a LP NGD function.

VOLUME 8, 2020 130175
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The LP NGD analysis is based on the transmission
coefficient given in equation (13) and especially the GD
expressed in the previous paragraph. It can be demonstrated
analytically that the NGD cut-off frequency which is the root
of equation:

GD(ω) = 0 (18)

is equal to:

ωn =

√
2Rvia(R0 + 2Rvia)

2Lvia
. (19)

Moreover, at very low frequencies,ω ≈ 0, the GD established
in (17) is reduced as:

GD0 = GD(ω ≈ 0) =
−R0Lvia

Rvia(R0 + 2Rvia)
(20)

or:

GD0 =
−R0

ωn
√
2Rvia(R0 + 2Rvia)

. (21)

The reflection and transmission parameters formulated in
equations (12) and (13) become, respectively:

S11(0) =
R0

R0 + 2Rvia
(22)

S21(0) =
2Rvia

R0 + 2Rvia
. (23)

It can be seen that the via-structure can be designed with
these coefficients satisfying the reflection and transmission
coefficient requirements in function of targeted RF and
microwave applications:

S11(0) < S11max (24)

S21(0) > S21min . (25)

It means from the present paragraph analysis that the via
structure introduced in Figs. 1 is qualified as a LP NGD
function with GD cut-off frequency and GD value formulated
in equations (18) and (20), respectively.

D. SYNTHESIS DESIGN EQUATIONS OF VIA PARAMETERS
The NGD analysis consists in studying the sign of
transmission coefficient GD in function of the operating
angular frequency. Nevertheless, similar to all RF and
microwave circuits, the NGD analysis must be performed by
taking into account to the requirements expected to S11max and
S21min values. The NGD synthesis design equations of the via
structure can be established by determining the parameters r ,
t and σ in function of desired NGD specifications:
• NGD value:

τn < 0 (26)

• NGD cut-off frequency:

fn = ωn/(2π ) (27)

• And transmission coefficient:

S21n < 1 (28)

• Or reflection coefficient:

S11n < 1. (29)

The innovative design equations are established from the
following equation system:{

GD0(Rvia,Lvia) = τn ⇔ ωn(Rvia,Lvia) = τn
S21(Rvia,Lvia) = S21n

(30){
GD0(Rvia,Lvia) = τn ⇔ ωn(Rvia,Lvia) = τn
S11(Rvia,Lvia) = S11n .

(31)

Accordingly, by considering the insertion loss requirement,
we have the formulas:

Rvia =
R0S21n

2(1− S21n )
(32)

Lvia =
−R0S21nτn
2(1− S21n )2

. (33)

However, with reflection loss requirement, the design
equations are written as:

Rvia =
R0(1− S11n )

2S11n
(34)

Lvia =
R0(S11n − 1)τn

2S211n
. (35)

To illustrate the feasibility of the NGD via theory, a PoC will
be examined in the next section.

IV. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT INVESTIGATION OF LP NGD
GENERATION WITH VIA STRUCTURE
The present section deals with the applicative study of the
previously developed innovative NGD theory of via-GND
hole. The established equations will be exploited to determine
an example of via structure generating LP NGD function
presenting specifications:{

S11(f ≈ 0) = −10 dB
S21(f ≈ 0) = −3 dB.

(36)

The numerical calculations are performed with Matlab
programming of the analytical model established in the
previous section. Deep analysis about the practical design
issue of via structure-based LP NGD circuit is introduced.
Comparisons of calculated and simulated frequency and time
domain results are discussed to illustrate the feasibility of the
NGD via design.

A. INVESTIGATION ON VIA PARAMETER CALCULATION
FROM GIVEN NGD SPECIFICATIONS
Acting as particularly new NGD circuit design, it would
be important to illustrate the influence of the constituting
electrical and physical parameters on the NGD performances.
For this reason, we present a particular innovative paramet-
ric analysis based on the previously established synthesis
equations will be proposed in the following paragraphs.
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FIGURE 5. Plots of (a) Rvia and S11(0) graphs vs S21(0) and cartography
of Lvia vs (S21(0), GD0).

The analysis will provide key knowledge on the
designability and also the prediction of the NGD performance
in function of the design concept. Before the exploration
of NGD structure, we propose a numerical synthesis of via
parameters in function of NGD specifications.

1) LP NGD CALCULATION OF Rvia AND Lvia IN FUNCTION
OF REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENTS
By considering S21(0) varying from−4 dB to−1 dB, we can
plot the via resistance by means of formula (32) displayed
in Fig. 5(a). To reach S21(0) in the considered range of
insertion loss, the resistance must be between 43 � and
205�. As indicated in right legend of Fig. 5(a), the reflection
coefficient varies from −19 dB to −9 dB. It can be deduced
from this graph that Rvia ≈60� to obtain S21(0)≈−3 dB and
S11(0) ≈−10 dB.
In addition to S21, we considered an NGD range of value

GD0 from −0.2 ns to −10 ps as initial and given specifi-
cations to determine Lvia. After numerical calculations via
formula (33), we obtain the cartography of Lvia varying from
11.7 nH to 45.1 nH. As expected, it can be seen in Fig. 5(b)
that Lvia is proportional to S21(0) and absolute value of
GD0. It can be deduced from this mapping cartography that
Lvia ≈20 nH to obtain S21(0) = −3 dB and GD0 = −0.1 ns.
The proposed innovative results based on the new method

emphasized in the previous section permits to emphasize
that these values of circuit parameters can serve to deter-
mine the NGD via physical parameters. Therefore, numerical
plotting of NGD via physical parameters based on formu-
las introduced in Section II-B will be explored in the next
paragraph.

2) HOLOGRAPHICAL PLOT OF VIA ELECTRICAL
PARAMETERS VERSUS PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
In the rest of the paper, we assume that the via metallic
material is characterized by relative permeability µr = 1.
To determine Rvia and Lvia, the Matlab computations

FIGURE 6. Cartographies of (a) σRvia and (b) Lvia versus (r , t).

generating the results depicted in Figs. 6 have been per-
formed with via geometrical parameters, chosen arbitrarily,
respectively:
• radius r varied from 2 mm to 5 mm,
• thickness t varied from 20 µm to 70 µm,
• and height h varied from 29 mm to 84 mm.

After numerical calculation via formula (1), we obtain the
cartography of the conductivity-resistance product σ × Rvia
displayed in Fig. 6(a). It can be noticed that this quantity
varies from about 4× 104 to 12× 104. This mapping enables
to suggest the via metal conductivity range of value to get the
reasonable value corresponding to the targeted specifications
S21 ≈ −3 dB and S11 ≈ −10 dB. The same, by means
of formula (2), the cartography of Lvia versus via radius r
and thickness t shown in Fig. 6(b) was established. It can
be underlined that in the considered range of via geometrical
parameters, Lvia varies from 12 nH to 45 nH.

The present mapping investigation enables to situate the
ranges of values of r , t and h allowing to synthesize a via
NGD satisfying the expected specifications. However, as pro-
posed in Fig. 6(a), the via metal material conductivity was not
explored rigorously. For this reason, we realize the numerical
investigation taking into account the conductivity in the next
paragraph.

3) GD, REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION PARAMETER
MAPPINGS VERSUS METALLIZATION CONduCTIVITY
AND THICKNESS
The present numerical investigation is based on the
combinations of
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TABLE 2. Numerical computation parameters for the GD and S-parameter
mappings.

FIGURE 7. Cartography of via structure (a) GD, (b) S21(0) and (c) S11(0) in
function of metallization thickness and conductivity.

• circuit parameters Rvia and Lvia introduced in formulas
(1) and (2), respectively,

• and the GD, S21 and S11 introduced in formulas (12),
(13) and (17), respectively.

As initial given date, we have assumed the metallization
parameters addressed in Table 2. Therefore, we obtain the
mappings shown in Figs. 7.

Fig. 7(a) displays the mapping of GD versus thickness
and conductivity in the considered ranges of value. It can
be emphasized that the GD is always negative and presents
minimal value, GDmin = −0.31 ns and maximal value,
GDmax = −0.8 ps. The corresponding S-parameters are
introduced in Fig. 7(a) and in Fig. 7(b). The best compromises
are realized for lower values of the via thickness and conduc-
tivity. It is noteworthy that the transmission coefficient S21
is better than −6 dB and reflection coefficient S11 is better
than −9 dB.

For further rigorous visualization of conductivity effect,
graphical plotting’s of GD0 and S21(0) by fixing t = 50 µm
are depicted in Figs. 8. It can be understood from Fig. 7(a)
an Fig. 8(b) that the NGD absolute value |GD0| and from
Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d) that insertion less S21(0) increase with
the metallic conductivity.

FIGURE 8. Via structure GD (in (a) linear and (b) semi-log scale) and
S21(0) (in (c) linear and (d) semi-log scale) versus metallization
conductivity.

The results of GD, reflection and transmission coefficient
responses exposed in Figs. 7 and in Figs. 8 enable to raises
a deep analysis about the practical design issue constitut-
ing the particularity of via-structure NGD design. Particular
technological attention must be paid by the design research
engineers on:
• The conductivity of the material constituting the
cylindrical via introduced earlier in Fig. 1(b). Compared
to the familiar conductor as Copper, Silver, Aluminum
or Gold, material with low conductivity in order of
hundreds of Siemens per second seems adequate to gen-
erate NGDwithminus hundredth nanosecond valuewith
low-attenuation loss and good access matching.

• The thickness of the hole cylindrical via plays an
important role on the NGD performances (NGD
value, NGD bandwidth), attenuation loss and reflection
coefficients.

More depth analysis about the design results of via-structure
will be described in the following subsection with
S-parameter responses up to 0.7 GHz.

B. VALIDATION RESULTS OF LP NGD RESPONSES
FROM VIA-HOLE INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Based on the previous numerical investigation, NGD via
proof-of-concept was chosen and comparative feasibility
study between the calculatedmodel and simulation results are
discussed in the next paragraphs.

1) FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS OF VIA
PROOF-OF-CONCEPT
To generate NGD of about −0.1 ns under the S-parameter
specifications predicted in the previous subsections, metallic
conductivity less than 1 kS/m seems to be a good compro-
mise, Substantially, as proof-of-concept, a via GND structure
defined with the physical parameters summarized in Table 3
was considered.
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TABLE 3. Physical parameters for the via GND structures.

TABLE 4. Calculated very low frequency parameters corresponding to the
results of Figs. 9.

FIGURE 9. Calculated frequency responses: (a) GD, (b) transmission and
(b) reflection coefficients of NGD via structure for conductivities
σ = {0.7 kS/m, 0.9 kS/m, 1 kS/m}.

The frequency analyses have been performed from
fmin = 1 MHz to fmax = 0.7 GHz. The frequency dependent
GD, S21 and S11 models are calculated from formulas (12),
(13) and (17), respectively. By considering three values of
conductivity σ = {0.7 kS/m, 0.9 kS/m, 1 kS/m}, we obtain
the calculated results displayed in Figs. 8. It can be seen that
typical LP NGD responses with GD values and cut-off fre-
quencies, transmission coefficient, and reflection coefficients
addressed in Table 4 are obtained.

To confirm the efficiency of the present NGD via
theory, S-parameter simulations have been performed
with ADS
commercial tool from Keysight Technologies R©.
Fig. 10 highlights the ADS R© implementation of the via
structure and also the simulation parameters.

As results, the comparison between calculated and
simulated (‘‘Simu.’’) frequency responses from via PoC
having physical parameters addressed in Table 3 and
σ = 0.9 kS/m introduced in Figs. 11 are obtained.

FIGURE 10. ADS R© design configuration of simulated via structure.

FIGURE 11. Comparative frequency response results of via GND PoC
between modeled and simulated (‘‘Simu.’’) (a) GD, (b) S21 and (c) S11.

An excellent agreement between the calculation and simula-
tion is confirmed by this result. It can be emphasized from this
S-parameter analysis that a via GND structure can behave as
a LP NGD function.

A particularly deep analysis about the via NGD design
can be emphasized from the wideband frequency results. The
main innovative remarks from the obtained results can be
stated as follows:
• The NGD response is particularly sensitive to the via
material conductivity of about hundreds of Siemens
per second. The synthesis of such materials consti-
tuted a challenging task of RF and microwave material
synthesizer.

• Compared to the familiarly designed via constituting
the PCBs, in the present feasibility simulation study,
we can understand that via with some millimeter diam-
eters is necessary to generate hundredth minus nanosec-
ond NGD value with considerable matching and low
attenuation loss.

• Of course, the height of substrate, h, indicated in Table 3
is unconventional compared to the standard PCBs avail-
able in the market. Therefore, the design of via-structure
NGD circuit requires a future challenge on the design
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FIGURE 12. Calculated and simulated time-domain responses of via GND
circuit.

of conventional thickness PCBs to achieve the expected
NGD performances under low attenuation loss of about
3 dB and good reflection coefficient.

2) TIME-DOMAIN ANALYSIS
As input vin, the double pulse signal presenting arbitrary
waveformwith about 5 ns pulse timewidth and 2V amplitude
was considered for this time-domain analysis. The transient
investigation was performed in 10 ns time windowwith 0.2 ns
time step. It is important to note that to verify the NGD aspect,
the input signal must be limited in bandwidth with frequency
spectrum belonging into the NGD bandwidth.

After numerical calculation and ADS R© transient
simulations, we obtain the transient results displayed
in Fig. 12(a).

The calculated and simulated outputs represented by vmodel
and vSimu, respectively are in excellent correlation. Acting as
a passive circuit, the outputs are attenuated compared to the
input. It can be pointed out from normalized plots presented
in Figs. 12(b) that the via GND structure generates the typical
LP NGD function signature with the output signal in time
advance of about GD0 =−0.1 ns compared to the input. It is
important to underline that this LP NGD signature does not
contradict the causality.

C. DISCUSSION ON POTENTIAL APPLICATION
OF NGD VIA CIRCUITS
The proposed via structure presents notable advantages as
the analytical investigation possibility and design simplicity
compared to the existing NGD circuits [21]–[36]. However,
as ongoing research work, further investigation can be
performed on the integration and conductor material design
for the implementation of miniaturized via NGD circuits.

Moreover, as potential applications, the via NGD structure
can be exploited for:

• the enhancement of GD flatness and the minimization
of unwanted GD effects [40], [41] in the communication
systems,

• the high-density packaged PCB RC, LC and RLC
parasitic effects (including coupling effects) based on
the equalization technique as introduced in [37],

• the reduction and cancellation of communication signal
delays,

• and the equalization of the fading channels by
integrating in the receiver antenna systems.

V. CONCLUSION
An RF and microwave circuit innovative theory of LP NGD
function is investigated. The key research contribution of the
study is stated with the first-time theorization and design LP
NGD circuit fully based on via GND structure. The physical
design of via structure and its equivalent circuit model is
described. Thanks to the S-parameter model, the NGD anal-
ysis showing analytically the LP NGD existence and design
feasibility is developed. The synthesis design equations of
via structure parameters in function of the desired NGD
specifications are formulated.

The validity of the developed via NGD theory is verified
with relevant numerical investigations. The illustration of via
parameter identifications through the established GD formu-
lations is discussed. Then, the calculated GD and transmis-
sion/reflection parameters showing the LP NGD function
are in excellent agreement with simulation from a refer-
ence commercial tool. Furthermore, time domain simulation
highlighting the time advance aspect was also confirmed with
the via NGD structure.

In the future, the developed NGD via design can be poten-
tially exploited for enhancing packaged PCBs, wireless RF
and microwave communication system, and EMC design
performances.
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